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The best lunar graze of the year – ZC 916
It was supposed to be the best grazing occultation visible in Poland in 2020.

There were many reasons for this:
- a very bright 4th magnitude star
- the star was also known double, with bright components and large separation over 0.1”
- good Moon phase, only 19% illuminated
- large CA angle, nearly 11 degrees on the dark side

All these geometric conditions meant that the observers interest of the event was very high.

As usual, I started my double-check preparations much earlier:
- the ephemeris was carefully calculated using the latest Occult - v. 4.10.6.1
- then Occult’s ephemeris has been compared to the ephemeris of the GRAZPREP  - v. 4.25

In both programs:
- observation sites & their distances from the limit line were calculated with an accuracy of 1m
- start & end times of the event were calculated for each observer with an accuracy of 1 s

As the graze limit line ran close to my city of Białystok, I also did the live –check of observation 
sites near the village of Rzepniki a few days earlier.



1 Gem is not Propus !

The name of my presentation originally contained 
the name of occulted star as „PROPUS”. 

This was because I found it in the ephemeris for this 
event generated by the GRAZPREP program by 
Eberhard Riedel. In fact, the Propus is not 1 Gem!



Propus = eta Gem (3.3 mag)



1 Geminorum – double star with an orbit
1 Geminorum = ZC 916 = XZ 8201 = HIP 28734 = SAO 77915

V = 4.32 mag
Diameter = 0.0028” (projected diameter of star  = 8 meters)

Double star: A = 4.77 mag, B = 5.50 mag, C = 13.5 mag
Separation AB = 0.104” , PA =  303.2 , Period = 13.35 y
Graze path of B approximately 0.2 km south, and 0.1 secs earlier compared to A
Separation AC: 107” , PA: 24.8



Preparation  – 3 independent sites



Preparation – weather foracast

Rzepniki:                                            
0-10 % cloud cover
5 stations

Białobrzegi:                                       
50% cloud civer
2 stations + ONLINE

Mysłów:                                         
50 - 100 % cloud cover

Mysłów station                
has been cancelled!



Preparation – Moon profile
Rzepniki site



Preparation – Moon profile
Białobrzegi site

(Rzepniki-Białobrzegi distance = 213 km)



Preparation – Moon profile
vertical scale enlarged by 3.5x 

00:53:54.1 UT

The best part between 2.6 km and 3.6 km has been chosen for observation



Occult vs GRAZPREP ephemeris

GRAZREP program calculates times, number of all events and the distance of the station from 
the graze limit line itself after entering coordinates and altitude of each station.

OCCULT start & end event times were calculated manually by trial and error. For each station, 
the first and last event were adjusted so that the moment residual was as small as possible.              
In this case, the highest OC residuum value was not greater than 0.013”.

The station distances from the graze limit line were calculated with the HTML file generated by 
Occult for the average height of all sites of 142 m. I had to estimate number of events myself.

The GRAZPREP event times are earlier than the Occult event times by 1-2 sec.
The GRAZPREP graze limit line is approximately 70 m north of that calculated by Occult.



Predicted event times against the LRO profile

GRAZPREP predicted event times - OC values up to 0.12" 

Occult event times – fitted manually by trial and error



LIVE broadcast by Karol Wójcicki 
Several meters from M. Zawilski’s station was Karol Wójcicki, a well- known reporter and 
popularizer of  astronomy in Poland, author of the FB fanpage „Head in the stars”.
LIVE broadcast were watched by 242 people at the peak! 
The current (Aug 28, 2020) range of this recording is about 62 thousand views.



Preparation – Rzepniki, Białystok region

XL ESOP, 2021



M. Zawilski (Białobrzegi, STN 2)

Results – light curves

The recording results of all positive observers clearly show doubleness of the star.

DISAPPEAR = 21
REAPPEAR = 21

FLASH = 4
BLINK = 1

MISS = 3 stations 



A. Reducha (Rzepniki, STN 4)

M. Borkowski (Rzepniki, STN 3)



O. Kielczyk (Rzepniki, STN 5)



Overall results – events  .... ?!?



Overall results – OC values

This is only part of 
results reduction.

There are 50 rows in 
total.

Average OC value of 
50 events 

(misses included):

- 0.52"



What happened? – D. Herald explanation
We have had an extremely rare and unlucky situation !

The star is not in Gaia DR2. 
The star position used in the Occult Gaia subsets comes from old Hipparcos catalog.

The Hipparcos position referred to 2000 is 6 04 07.215 +23 15 48.04
The old ZC position, referenced to the 2000 equinox is 6 04 07.184 +23 15 47.76

The difference of about 0.3” in DEC and 0.4” in RA.
If the old ZC catalogue had been used, the predicted path would have lined up with our data.

The ZC catalogue has an annual proper motion in dec of –0.1044”, whereas Hipparcos has –
0.1183 (a difference of 0.0139” per year). The resulting difference at 2020 (which has to be 
taken from the Hipparcos epoch of 1991.25) is 0.40” – consistent with the observed difference.

It would seem that the solution for the main component was treated as a linear movement in 
RA & DEC. If the double had a long period, this would be OK. But with such a short period of    
13 years (2 revolutions since Hipparcos) the proper motion would have been determined by 
the star’s difference in position between Nov 1989 and Mar 1993 (the mission duration) which 
is affected by the orbital motion over that period. This has given the incorrect position we now 
have when Hipparcos is used for the star’s position.



1 Gem – Occult astrometry data 

Is the star in Gaia DR2 or not?
The difference in declination between Gaia (DR2?) and HIP2 exceeds 1"



Make TEST STATIONS (trial and error)

In next step, I decided that by trial and error I would try to adjust the coordinates 
of each station (make TEST STATIONS) so that the measured real event times 
would fit best to lunar LRO profile.

Looking at very strange results, I knew I had to move to the station position quite 
significantly, over 1.5 km to the north. 

Then I tried to select coordinates of choosen site several times using Google Earth.

Finally, I determined the value of the geographic coordinates of Oskar Kielczyk's 
TEST site so that the OC values of his observations were as low as possible.

Then I used the formula in Occult to calculate the distance and azimuth angle 
between 2 points (between the real site and TEST site of O. Kielczyk).

Assuming that SHIFT value would be the same for all stations, I used another 
Occult formula and calculated the coordinates of all TEST stations.

Approximately:   SHIFT = 3.099 km,   Azimuth = 259.79 deg



O. Kielczyk TEST STATION (trial and error)

SHIFT 
3.099 km

Azimuth
259.79



Rest of TEST STATIONS (trial and error)

SHIFT 
3.099 km

Azimuth
259.79



TEST STATIONS - Rzepniki (trial and error)



TEST STATIONS - Białobrzegi (trial and error)



TEST STATIONS - coordinates, distances

In this case lunar Vertical Profile Scale approx. 2.98 km/arcsec at mean distance of moon.

Summarizing the above, it should be understood that the star „has moved” 
perpendicular to the graze limit line by the value 0.584” north                                        
(or the Moon profile „has moved” perpendicular to the south)

... but 3.1 km distance between real and TEST STATION gives even 1.04”...

After calculating the                            
TEST STATIONS coordinates and 

their distance from the graze 
limit line (Google Earth),                     

the maximum value of the 
perpendicular profile                           
shift to the SOUTH is 

1.74 km



Overall results of TEST STATIONS - events 



Overall results of TEST STATIONS – OC values

Average OC value 
of 47 events 

(misses excluded):

0.026"

....but I still have 
no answer from           
M. Soma as to 
whether our 

observational 
data could be 
useful in any 

way
???



Unfortunately there is nothing in the XZ80Q catalogue that could sensibly be used to 
flag the possibility of this issue in future. 

While the fact that the star is double can be retrieved, the fact that star position is 
based on Hipparcos is not available... 

The solution  - we will have to wait for Gais DR3, when the XZ80Q catalog can be 
comprehensively reworked to properly allow for orbital motions of double stars.

About 1 hour before the graze. Photography  by Marcin Górko, Białobrzegi site



Thank you for your attention !

Recorded by Karol Wójcicki, Białobrzegi site


